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Chapter 10. Acknowledgements

Achieving a PhD degree is not easy, and it would have been worse

without the help of some people. I would like to dedicate this chapter to ev-

eryone that helped me, at some point, to get to end. Despite being an avid

reader, I have some difficulties with writing, and I am even worse at openly

expressing my feelings. I hope I can do justice to all who have been there for

me. If you feel like I was unfair, a cheesecake can be negotiated.

2016 was turbulent year and, amid all the chaos, I realized that maybe

Theoretical Physics was not exactly what I wanted to pursue as a researcher.

So, I started reading about the applications of Physics in Medicine and apply-

ing for PhD positions that seemed interesting. I turned out to be quite lucky

with this change as I was called for an interview, and later to fulfil the position,

for the second application I sent. It still puzzles me who I actually managed

to convince Ronald Boellaard that I would be up for the task since I had no

background in the area, but I am glad you believed I could and gave me this

opportunity. I will always be grateful for all the knowledge you shared with me,

for all the opportunities you provided, for your patience, for your assistance

in whatever was needed, and for always giving me time and space to pursue

whatever I thought I needed to learn to accomplish this PhD.

Although I had my weekly meetings with Ronald, I needed more as-

sistance to walk my first steps as this was a completely new field of research.

And I was lucky, again, to have the best person to guide me through it: David

Vállez García. If it was not for your guidance, I would be lost in all that I

needed to learn. You made me a better researcher by helping me understand

data beyond statistical results, putting in context with the origin of the data

from not only the image source perspective, but also from a pathological per-

spective. You also provided me with the opportunity to prepare for tasks I will

have in the future as a researcher (such as reviewing papers and supervising

other students). I am sure you can still feel me staring at you when I had a

question and did not want to interrupt you. I was your first student, but I hope
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I will not be the last. Your talent as a mentor should never go to waste, and

anyone should be lucky to have a supervisor like you. Thank you for all.

Likewise, I would like to thank Janine Doorduin for the valuable

ideas and questions during my weekly meetings. Your inputs on my manuscripts

were always very helpful and helped me to learn how to express myself better.

These four years provided me with several opportunities that were

constructive for my career, and one of the most valued was the chance to

supervise a student together with Antoon Willemsen. When we first met at

my interview for this PhD position, you made me cry and, because of that, I

was afraid of you for first half of my time here. But your questions, which terrify

all students, made me realize how much more I needed to understand about

the methods I was using and, therefore, how I could improve my results. Your

guidance through my supervision of students was very helpful and important

for my growth as a researcher in academia. With this, I would also like to

thank Monideepa, who I supervised for her master’s final project. I wish you

all the best in your career and hope that you will continue with research, as

your curiosity will take you far.

When I first arrived in Groningen, I was alone and a bit scared. But

I was quickly welcomed by the other students in the basement offices. Ro-

drigo was the active party, always insisting that I joined the group for drinks

and dinner, making sure I was ok, and carrying me on his bike so that I would

not be left behind. My lovely office girls since the beginning: Lara, Andrea,

and Verena. Thanks for the talks, drinks, and fun. Lara, mi Guapa, I loved

sharing the office with you and I miss having you around. Thank you for be-

ing such a good company. I would like to thank Rodrigo, the girls, and all

the other students that passed by the basement (and later, by the Meditech

building) for the laughs, company, Friday shots, dinners, and drinks: Nafiseh,

Paula, Luis, Carlos, Anna, Elli, Bart, Daniel, Kars, Pascalle, Kavya, Dik,
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Khaled, Dana, Filipe, Gonçalo, Yudith, Joyce, Ananthi, Gerbren, Inês,

Marta, Hugo, Lumi, Elisa, Mart, and Keimpe. I hope I did not forget anyone,

but if I did, I would like to thank you anyway. A big thanks also to Jurgen and

Rolf for the pokemon raids that gave a needed break from work sometimes.

Moving away from family and friends was not easy, but I managed

to gather a new (awesome) Brazilian family in Groningen. Thank you for all

dinners, lunches, bbqs, trips to Scheveningen, cakes, pasteis, pães de queijo,

and drinks. Although our meetings were always related to food (and, therefore,

helped with the longing for the good food from Brazil), I want to thank you

mostly for your companionship and for transforming this rainy, distant city into

home. Vivi, my loyal companion of Saturday morning spinning classes (before

corona) and the endless stream of cute dog and cat photos (specially the

chonkers!), thank you for the cakes and for your companionship. Gabriel,

thank you for always being there to support me (and Gui) with whatever was

needed. Bruno, I will forever miss sharing an office with you, having you

around was one of the best times I had at the basement. Bob, you are the

most Brazilian Dutch there will ever exist. Thank you for always being willing to

help with whatever I needed (from taxes to thesis cover) and for the fun times.

Bruna, thanks for sharing recipes, for the company at the gym, and for our

talks.

And the last member of this family: my dear Lu. I could not have

asked for a better paranymph. You kept me in line with my deadlines for print-

ing the thesis and also helped me to calm down when I started freaking out

about how close to the end I was. But I would like to thank you mostly for being

there for me during all the time we were together. Thank you for teaching me

how to make chimarrão, for being always up to absolutely anything, and for

our Friday conversations at the coffee corner. Thank you for taking care of me

and always making sure I was alright.
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There is another small family here in Groningen that I like to intrude

upon every once in a while. Erika and David, thank you for everything you

have done for me, from opening the door to a crying me on your doorstep on

a Sunday night, to helping me preparing for interviews. But mostly, I want you

to know that I am grateful for you just being there for me whenever I needed

to talk or wanted to have some tortilla. Your sweet Thiago is a ray of sunshine

and I am sure Area will also be. I am also grateful that you always called me

to take care of Tamo and Nela, as that helped to lessen my longing for the

pets I left in Brazil.

As the current situation for working with research in Brazil is not the

best, my fun group of Jamais ended up scattered around the world. But I am

glad to still call you all my friends and I am grateful for your support and for

being up for visiting me. Isa, you not only showed me a whole new area of

physics, that combined my studies with an interest in medicine, but you also

put Groningen in the map for me. I will never be able to thank you enough

for that. Arthur Eduardo, your support since our bachelor’s studies was very

important to me. Ingrid, your support from the beginning of the university

until today, and especially during the 2016 chaos, was very important for me

to get where I am today. Augusto, your help also since the beginning of the

university since today has also helped me to be here today. Anyway, thank you

all for the support and mostly to our parties and hangovers, always together.

“Nobody should feel like a pointless little weird alone.” (Solutions and other

problems, Allie Brosh, 2020) And with you, I never felt alone.

Some people I will always cherish no matter the distance, and I will

always be there for them as they will be for me. Barbara, the sister I always

wished I had. Your example and support throughout my whole life led me

into pushing myself to always be better. All the distance between us is never

going to decrease my love and admiration for you. Please continue to be this

amazing woman who will always be an example to me. I am proud to say
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I am friends with the most dedicated paediatrician specialized in infectious

diseases there will ever be. My swimmers Amanda, Kety, and Barbarinha, I

miss our dinners and drinks, when we would talk and laugh until my neighbour

banged on the wall to ask us to shut up. It is good to know that I can always

count on you and that you support me no matter where.

The 2020 pandemic brought my usual routine to a complete stop. It

has been a strange year, but I am happy that some people helped to reduce

a bit this burden. By starting my piano lessons again, Aline helped me bring

music to these strange months and I always felt enthusiastic and ready to do

more after your appraisal. Jason basically forced me back into exercising,

which helped me a lot to vent out anxiety, stress, and worries. Lastly, my

Fearless Squad, from Habitica, which are a bunch of people I have never

met in real life but helped me to keep my good habits in check and my house

organized even when I felt like staying on the couch the whole day.

We may move away from family, but they will never move away from

us. Even after crossing the ocean, I know I could always count on my family. A

first thanks is due to Renata, Marina, and Janaína, for exploring international

waters first and, therefore, making it easier for me when my time arrived. Rê,

extra thanks for being my buyer of gifts and for your support. A todos os outros

membros da minha família, eu gostaria de agradecer o apoio a minha decisão

de morar for a e por sempre estarem dispostos a ajudar caso eu precisasse

de alguma coisa.

Gostaria de agradecer a minha segunda família também: Miriam,

Harry, Luis, Letícia, Gato, Jude e Lucy. Desculpa por ter sequestrado o

Gui e trazido ele para longe de vocês, mas obrigada por apoiarem a minha

decisão. Sinto falta dos almoços de domingo, mas obrigada por mandarem

as receitas para matar um pouco dessa saudade.

Mas o meu maior agradecimento vai para a minha querida mãe, que
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me apoiou desde o momento em que eu decidi que não queria estudar medic-

ina e resolvi fazer física. Obrigada por estar sempre presente em todos os

momentos importantes da minha vida e por ser companheira para qualquer

coisa em qualquer lugar. É sempre bom saber que eu posso te ligar para

qualquer coisa, desde como tirar mancha de roupas e como fazer pudim, até

para conversas para matar a saudade. Tu és uma mulher maravilhosa e um

exemplo para mim. Espero um dia poder ser uma mãe tão boa quanto tu és.

Te amo muito.

And, as always, I saved the best for last. I would like to thank my best

friend, my love, my favourite companion. Gui, thank you for always supporting

me. Ever since we met, you have been supporting me no matter what. Thank

you for supporting me in my decision to move to the Netherlands and for later

moving here with me. Thank you for helping me to calm down before (and

after) all the big events and for being the best companion I could ever had.

Thank you for forcing me to do things I am not comfortable with, but that will

help me grow. Finally, thank you for always being there for me. I do not know

what the future holds for me, but I do know that it does not matter what or

where, I can count on having you by my side to support me.
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